
An interactive art exhibition and auction to raise awareness of Guide Dog Services/Blind Low Vision NZ.

The serious bits… which we can’t ‘paw-sibly’ do without you

BLVNZ is the only organisation who train and breed guide dogs for New Zealanders with vision loss. We receive no
government funding for Blind Low Vision NZ Guide Dogs. 

A guide dog gives freedom, independence and confidence to a New Zealander with vision loss.
There are currently 180,000 New Zealanders who are blind, deafblind or have low vision. It’s estimated that due to the
ageing population this number will increase to 225,000 by 2028.

Why Now?

Each year, we breed around 100 potential guide dogs, of which around 40 will graduate. However, each year we also
have a waiting list of up to 50 New Zealanders waiting for a guide dog to support them to live independent lives. The
current waiting time to receive a guide dog is around two years. The anticipated increased demand over the coming
years will extend the waiting time unless more dogs can be successfully trained as guide dogs.

Guide Dog Kennel Build Appeal 

We are asking our generous supporters and the public of New Zealand to help Blind Low Vision raise $10million over
the next 18 months to ensure we can build a new and fit for purpose kennel for our guide dogs in training (*We have
raised $6million already! That’s paw’some!)

Our current kennels are now 35 years old, have reached their end of life, and unfortunately are no longer conducive to
the development of our guide dogs in training.

We want to provide greater open and shared spaces for our dogs to socialise. Unfortunately, this isn’t possible in the
current environment of our kennels, where often our dogs can hear but not see each other, which for some dogs can be
a source of anxiety.

It has been identified that this greater level of socialisation and reduced stress levels lead to more successful outcomes
for our guide dogs in training. 
In addition, we do not currently have an ‘isolation unit’ for when dogs become unwell that requires total separation. 

This has become a critical issue for our kennels, as New Zealand faces frequent outbreaks of Kennel Cough across the
country, especially in Auckland. In addition to being detrimental to the health of our dogs, this can also significantly
delay our pipeline in the training and development of our wider ‘pack’. 

The new facility will also include a hydrotherapy pool for dogs to exercise, cool off and play, as well as a part for
swimming and physio where a staff person could be walking alongside. 

In addition to the open spaces and areas dogs can socialise, there will be another enrichment ‘play park’ that would be
more controlled, that may include different surfaces to so that dogs don’t fear or avoid such surfaces in the real world
(could include gravel, bark, bush walk) along with ‘unusual’ structures such as statue’s, fountains and children’s
playground equipment, to improve confidence and steps and ramps to improve balance and coordination, along with
places to work on and improve recall. 

Ultimately, building new kennels for our guide dogs in training will ensure happier, healthier guide dogs who are ready
to take on the role of providing independence to blind and low vision people across New Zealand.

What impact will you have?

Your art work will help ensure more New Zealanders will receive the guide dog they need to live independent lives.
Therefore, we would love you, as one of Aotearoa’s prominent artists, to turn our old Donations Dogs into something
new….. basically, they are getting a new LEASH on life!
This will give so much value to BLVNZ, our clients and also the person who gets to take your art work home.

Paws for Purpose



*Image of very sad Trudy Dogs

A little about the Dog Art Trials participation…

You, as the artist will receive a Donation dog, ready to be made ‘paw’fect….
It is over to you to create a gorgeous piece of art work for us to auction to
support Guide Dog services.

*Image of the dogs crafted by BLVNZ as
example (we are most definitely not
artists!)

Our dogs EmBARKing on a new journey!

You will have until 24 February to  make these scrappy’ dogs beautiful. You may prefer to use your own materials, however if you choose we 
can supply you with a range of water based paints supplied thanks to our sponsors. 
Once we get the dogs back they will then be displayed in different sites around Central Auckland for all to celebrate…and start bidding on. 

Yes, we will have an online bidding site and culminate in a fancy VIP art auction at the Park Hyatt in March 2023.

The ulti-‘mutt outcome is to raise funds to have more guides dogs and therefore, support Blind Low vision New Zealanders to be 
independent and live life without limits…so Paw’sitive right!

Where would your perfect pup be seen?

Exhibition sites
·Wynyard precinct
·Park Hyatt Hotel
·ASB theatre
·ASB Bank HQ
·Bayleys HQ
·Budduzzi Resturant
·Peter Gordons restaurant
·Westfield shopping mall New Market

Art’ful Information
All dogs will have a QR code and information explaining the design concept and who the artist is, along with a QR
code to lead people online, where they can find out more about the project, bid online, and/or make a one-off
donation.

We suggest the artist receives 25% commission of the selling price and if you want to donate this too, you can…
and be on our amazing supporter’s plaque at Guide Dog Training HQ.

All the artists will be invited to the auction event (fun!)

Keen? Curious to know more… 

Call me on 0221230845 or bmurphy@blindlowvision.org.nz

Anything is paw-sible!

#BlindLowVisionNz #BLVNZ #PawsForPurposenz

Bernadette Murphy

Fundraising Manager
Blind Low Vision New Zealand
bmurphy@blindlowvision.org.nz


